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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 7X2=14 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. a) Define scope

b) List the flags without bit fields with their working

c) Differentiate between object and variable

d) Define static and dynamic binding

e) Give code segments to illustrate the use of fopen(), fread()

f) Write a template function with recursion

g) Type casting in Java.

UNIT-I

2. a) What are the advantages of Object Oriented Programming compared to process

oriented?

b) Explain different ways of initializing 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional arrays.

Give suitable example in each case.

(OR)

3. a) Explain different kinds of abstractions with illustrations.

b) Explain different parameter passing methods that are supported in C++. Give

suitable example code.

UNIT-II

4. Write a C++ program to overload +,-,* and / operators for complex numbers using friend

functions.

P.T.O
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(OR)

5. a) The private member of a base class is not inheritable, Is it any way possible for

the objects of a derived class to access the private members of the base class? If

yes, how? Note that the base class cannot be modified.

b) What are the benefits and costs of Inheritance? Explain.

UNIT-III

6. What is the difference between multithreading and multitasking? Write a program to

demonstrate creation of multiple threads.

(OR)

7. a) What is a pure virtual function? What are the merits and demerits of defining and

declaring a pure virtual function in a program?

b) Write a program to demonstrate the concept of rethrowing an exception? Explain.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Write a program in Java to demonstrate static (compil-time) polymorphism.

b) Explain different string handling functions that are supported in Java. Explain any

five of them with suitable syntax and example.

(OR)

9. a) Write a program in Java to create an array of integers and sort the list and display

the same.

b) Give a brief Garbage collection in Java.
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1. a) Class and instance

b) this pointer

c) Base and derived class

d) Costs of inheritance

e) Daemon thread

f) Why multiple inheritance is not allowed in Java?

g) What are the parameters of main ( ) in Java

UNIT-I
2. a) What are the different parameter passing methods that are supported in C++?

Explain with suitable examples.

b) Write a brief on dynamic memory allocation and deallocation.

(OR)
3. a) Give a summary of Object Oriented Programming concepts.

b) Write a brief on friend function and how it will help in accessing objects of its

parent class and another class.

UNIT-II
4. Explain different types of inheritance supported in C++. Give suitable example for each.

(OR)
5. a) Write a brief on overloading and overriding and give example for each.

b) Explain with an example how runtime polymorphism implemented using virtual

functions.

UNIT-III
6. a) Explain life cycle of thread and write a program to explain how thread synchroni-

zation is implemented.

b) Write a brief on thread groups.

P.T.O
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(OR)
7. a) Write a brief on exception, its benefits and exception hierarchy.

b) Explain the purpose of throw, throws and finally clause.

UNIT-IV
8. a) Explain different string functions that are supported in Java. Give suitable ex-

amples for each.

b) Write a brief on garbage collection.

(OR)
9. a) How you define an array in Java. Write a program to sort the given array of

elements.

b) Write a brief on class, object, this keyword.
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1. a) Purpose of destructors.

b) Advantages of inline functions.

c) Example for a function with default arguments.

d) Pure virtual function.

e) Purpose of unexpected() in exception handling.

f) Difference between get() and getline().

g) Purpose of peak().

UNIT - I

2. a) Give the syntax of a general C++ program to implemented OOP.

b) Define a member function of a class that takes objects of its class and of another class

and manipulate the objects of both classes.

(OR)

3. a) Define constructor.  Explain with suitable syntax how parameterized constructor(s) can

work.

b) Discuss about object declaration and an object instantiation ?  Give example to explain

these concepts.

UNIT - II

4. a) Write a brief on virtual base class and give a suitable code to explain the same.

b) Explain with an example how constructors can be overloaded and give the concept of

copy constructor.

P.T.O.
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(OR)

5. a) Write a program to implement operator overloading over the operator '-' such that

("university" - "it" will return "universy") it removes all such instances of second string

in first string.

b) Write a program to implement multiple and multi-level inheritance.

UNIT - III

6. a) "Virtual functions are hierarchical".  Explain.

b) Define exception.  Explain exception hierarchy and how it is implemented in C++.

(OR)

7. a) Write a brief on power of templates.

b) Explain the concept of early Vs late binding and their importance.

c) Explain typename and export keywords.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Explain different stream I/O manipulators for formatting with suitable example.

b) What are the differences between C and C++ ?  Explain.

(OR)

9. Give a brief on the following :

a) Namespace and the std namespace.

b) Dynamic arrays.

c) Const member function and mutable.
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1. a) Class and Object

b) Difference between a constructor and a destructor

c) Use of scope resolution operator:: used in class function?

d) Copy constructor.

e) Power of templates

f) Const Member functions

g) Dynamic_cast

UNIT-I

2. a) Write a C++ program to enter text upto 100 characters through the keyword.

Ignore symbols and replace them with *. Display dot in between two words.

b) Explain about the different types of operators are used in C++.

(OR)

3. What are the drawbacks of monolithic, procedural and structural programming languages

and how they can be resolved in OOP? Explain.

UNIT-II

4. Explain how single, multiple and multi-level inheritance are implemented in C++. Give

suitable example code for each.

(OR)

5. a) Give a brief on Streams I/O and different types of streams.

b) Write a program to copy content of a file to another.

P.T.O
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UNIT-III

6. Define Exception and explain Exception hierarchy. How to create user defined excep-

tions? Explain with suitable code.

(OR)

7. Write a program to explain generic functions and generic classes with suitable example

code.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Answer the following

i) Write a statement that will read the contents of an ifstream object called

ifile into an array called buff.

ii) Define what “current position” means when applied to files?

iii) Define a C++ stream?

Write a statement that writes a single character to an object called fileout which is

of class ofstream.

b) Discuss the implications of size parameter in the following statement:

Cout. write (line, size)

(OR)

9. Write a brief on Namespaces and explain the std namespace.
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